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WORD GAMES
Instructions: After reading The Boy Who Loved Words, print out this sheet and have the kids complete the word games. The answers for the Word Find and the Word Scramble are on the next page.

WORD FIND

B E A U T I F U L G
Z N G B L Q N O J E
L C H U M J B H Y N
O H F W A G M Q M U
H A R M O N Y D Z I
E N P A X D T F E N
A T Y C G K H J M E
L E K A C R U J A X
T D G R A R E L M H
H A J O T Y L N A K
Y T N O F H M R D O
B S B N G I G G G L E
D R H S N U G R W I
C O L L E C T O R N

Find the following words:
BEAUTIFUL
CHUM
COLLECTOR
ENCHANTED
GENUINE
GIGGLE
HARMONY
HEALTHY
JOT
MACAROONS
MAMA
MYTH
RARE
SNUG

WORD SCRAMBLE

1. dorws
2. velod
3. hafret
4. tohrme
5. keocoi
Word Find Answers

BEAUTIFUL
ZNGBLQNOJE
LCHUMJBHYN
OHWAGMQMU
HARMONYDZI
ENPAXDTFEN
ATYCGKJME
LEKACRUXAX
TDGRARELMLH
HAJOTYLNNAK
YTNOFHRDLO
BSBNGIGGLE
DRHNUGRWI
COLLECTORN

Word Scramble Answers

1. words
2. loved
3. father
4. mother
5. cookie
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